In this paper we describe a phonotactically unmotivated gap in the paradigm of Cs-final verb stems in Hungarian. We show that the forms in the cells where the missing forms would occur must be licensed by other forms in some designated cells of the verbal paradigm. These latter forms, however, are missing in the case of Cs-stems (for independent reasons) and thus the gap is the result of the absence of this paradigmatic licensing (crucially, the missing forms are phonotactically well-formed). Thus, the gap is 'analogically-bound'.
there exists a coronal-final stem in the paradigm of the verb. In what follows we will show that there is a similar state of affairs (an analogy-bound gap) in the Hungarian verbal paradigm too.
3
In (1) below we show the behaviour of stable CC-final stems in Hungarian, i.e. stems all of whose allomorphs end in CC-clusters. They are the focus of our paper. There are three types of behaviour. Some of these stems have a complete paradigm (1a), others have defective paradigms (1b) in which the forms with consonant-initial suffixes are missing, and in the third type the gaps are extended to forms in which the suffixes are (or more precisely, can be) vowel-initial (1c). The difference between (1a) and (1b) is essentially phonotactic and depends on the stem-final CC-clusters (see Section 2 below). Roots in (1c) are interesting because, in addition to the phonotactically-motivated gaps in their paradigm, they also display gaps with suffixes for which a vowel-initial alternant is available, i.e. their paradigms have phonotactically unmotivated gaps. We argue in this paper that this extension of defectiveness is analogybound.
(1)
CC-final stems: complete and defective paradigms a. No gaps, e. g. leng lɛŋg 'sway'
c. Gaps extended to other suffixed forms, e. g. ismersz-(ik) iʃmɛrs-'is recognisable' iʃmɛrs-ɛnɛk '3PL' *iʃmɛrs-ɛnɛ 'COND' *iʃmɛrs-hɛt 'MODAL' iʃmɛrs-ɛtɛk '2PL' *iʃmɛrs-ɛni 'INF' *iʃmɛrs-vɛ 'ADVPART' *iʃmɛrs-s-ɛn 'SUBJ-3SG'
Phonotactically-motivated defectiveness in CC-stems
Phonotactically motivated defectiveness occurs in CC-stems which end in consonant clusters that do not occur word-finally or as the first two members of a CCC cluster. Typically, these stem-final clusters have rising sonority, e.g. the final cluster in the stem sikl-(ik) 'slide' (2b). The final consonant clusters of nondefective CC-stems, e.g. the final cluster in the stem fing-(ik) 'fart' (2a), have falling sonority and do occur word-finally or as the first two members of a CCC cluster. The gaps occur in the paradigm of these defective verb stems where (i) there is no suffix 4 or (ii) they are expected to combine with invariably consonant-initial suffixes (stable C-initial suffixes (2iii)). Otherwise, the paradigm of defective CC-stems is complete: they have all the expected forms with invariably vowel-initial suffixes (stable V-initial suffixes (2i)) and with suffixes that have both consonant-initial and vowel-initial allomorphs (alternating C/V-initial suffixes), with which they select the vowel-initial allomorph of the suffix (2ii).
(2)
Non-defective and defective types of CC-stems These gaps occur because (i) no stem alternant other than the CC-final one is available for these stems (e.g. a VC-final alternant, available for vowel~zero stems, see Section 3 below) , (ii) no suffix alternant other than the C-initial one is available for the relevant suffixes (e.g. a V-initial alternant, available for C/V-initial suffixes, see (2) above), and (iii) the simple concatenation of the CC-final stem and the Cinitial suffix would result in a phonotactically ill-formed (unattested) cluster (see Rebrus and Törkenczy 2009) . These gaps are 'irreparable': the phonotactically ill-formed clusters cannot be broken up since VCfinal stem alternants and VC-initial suffix alternants are not licensed for these stems and suffixes by other forms containing these stems and affixes in the paradigms in which they occur. This is summarised in (3) below:
iii. phonotactically ill-formed CCC: *klv ⇒ *ʃikl-vɑ
Paradigmatic licensing: vowel-zero stems (-CC ~ -CVC)
In this section we introduce a new type of stem. Vowel~zero stems 5 have a CC-final and a VC-final allomorph. The former occurs if a vowel-initial suffix follows and the latter occurs before a consonantinitial suffix. The behaviour of such stems suffixed with a C/V-initial (alternating) suffix is crucial here: what happens if an alternating stem combines with an alternating suffix? There are two kinds of behaviour. Some vowel~zero stems show variation 6 with C/V-initial alternating suffixes. For these vowel~zero stems (e.g. romol-~ roml-'deteriorate'), two forms are possible: one in which the CC-final stem alternant combines with the V-initial suffix alternant, and in the other, the VC-final stem alternant combines with the C-initial suffix alternant (4b). Other vowel~zero stems (e.g. kotor-~ kotr-'scrape') show no variation and only permit the VC-final stem alternant when combined with an alternating suffix, which appears in its C-initial allomorph (4c).
(4)
Stem and suffix types Suffix types: The difference between the two types of vowel~zero stems is systematic. Those stems show variation whose 3sg indefinite present indicative (the 'base form') is formed by the suffix -ik (e.g. roml-ik 'deteriorate-3SG.INDEF') and those lack variation whose 3sg. present indefinite has no suffix (e.g. kotor 'scrape 3SG.INDEF'). Rebrus (2000) points out that this is not an ad hoc difference, but is based on the phonological shape of (i) the stem alternant that appears as part of the base form and (ii) the forms that have a stable C-initial suffix in the paradigm. We only find variation in the verbal paradigm if the stem alternants that occur in these two types of forms are different. This only happens in the case of '-ik' vowel~zero stems -for all other types of stems (stable CC-stems, 'non-ik' vowel~zero stems, etc.) the CV structure of the stem alternants that appear in the base form and the forms with a C-initial suffix is the same. This can be interpreted by assuming that there are asymmetrical analogical relationships (outputoutput constraints) between designated cells in the paradigm which require that the surface form that appears in them should be (partially) the same in some respect. Which cell(s) is/are the target and which cell(s) is/are the source of analogy in this relationship of paradigmatic licensing must be stipulated and may differ in different types of stems as we shall see later (cf. Finkel and Stump 2009 , Ackerman, Blevins and Malouf 2009 , Rebrus and Törkenczy 2008 . In the Hungarian verbal paradigm the forms with C/V-initial suffixes must be paradigmatically licensed by the form that appears in the base form on the one hand and the forms with C-initial suffixes on the other (Rebrus and Törkenczy 2009 ). This manifests itself in variation in the case of '-ik' vowel~zero stems as shown in (5) below.
(5) Optional forms are licensed by sources with non-identical stem-allomorphs
etc.
kotor-nɑk '3PL' kotor-hɑt 'MODAL' kotor '3SG' kotor-ni 'INF' kotor-vɑ 'ADVPART' kotor-s '2SG' kotor-j 'SUBJ.2SG' etc.
Paradigmatic licensing: 's~d stems' (-Cs ~ -CVd)
In this section we introduce two types of stems we have not yet discussed. The first type of stems (stable VC-stems) only have VC-final allomorphs, which appear in all the forms in the paradigm, with V-initial, C/V-initial and C-initial suffixes. d-stems, shown in (6a) below (e.g. vonakod-'be reluctant'), are a subtype of VC-stems (they are stable VC-final where the stem-final consonant is d). This type of stem contrasts with s~d-stems (e.g. tolakod-'intrude'), which alternate: they have a VC-final allomorph which is like a d-stem (ends in -Vd) and a CC-final allomorph whose final consonant is s (ends in -Cs). 7 The distribution of these alternants is the following: the Cs-final allomorph appears with stable V-initial suffixes 8 and the Vd-final alternants occurs both with stable V-initial suffixes and with stable C-initial suffixes. Again, the interesting question is what happens when an alternating s~d stem is to combine with an alternating C/V-initial suffix. As can be seen in (6) there is split here: (i) forms where the C/V-initial suffix is a person/number suffix, show (free) variation where the Vd-final stem-alternant combines with the consonant-initial alternant of the suffix, and the Cs-final stem-alternant combines with the vowel-initial alternant of the suffix; (ii) forms where the C/V-initial suffix is not a person/number suffix, there is no variation --only the -Vd-final alternant of the stem is possible:
Optional s~d stems We can interpret this by saying that the paradigmatic licensing relations are different/special for s~d stems. Normally, in the verbal paradigm, forms with alternating C/V-initial suffixes must be paradigmatically licensed by the base form and the forms containing stable C-initial suffixes. For s~d stems, the sources of the asymmetrical analogical relationships are the same, but the target is split in two: (i) forms with a C/V-initial suffix expressing person/number must be licensed by the base form (only) and (ii) forms with C/V-initial suffix expressing some morphosyntactic dimension other than person/number must be licensed by forms with a stable C-initial suffix (only). This manifests itself in variation in the person/number forms of s~d stems with C/V-initial suffixes (since there is variation in the base form itself) while there is no variation (and only the Vd-final stem alternant appears) with other C/V-initial suffixes (since only one form, the one containing the Vd-final stem alternant, occurs with stable C-initial suffixes), cf. Rebrus and Törkenczy (2007) . This is shown in (7) below:
Paradigmatic licensing relations in s~d stems
tolɑkod-ik / tolɑkod-nɑk / tolɑkod-nɑ tolɑkod-vɑ tolɑks-ik tolɑks-ɑnɑk (*tolɑks-ɑnɑ) (*tolɑks-vɑ)
tolɑkot-tok / tolɑkod-ni tolɑkod-nɑk tolɑks-otok (*tolɑks-ɑni) (*tolɑks-nɑk) etc. etc. etc.
Defectiveness extended: phonotactically unmotivated gaps
The paradigmatic licensing relations described above can explain a curious, phonotactically unmotivated gap in the paradigm of some Hungarian verbs. Just as there are Hungarian verb stems that are similar to s~d stems, but have only one stem allomorph, which is -Vd-final (Vd-stems whose Cs allomorph is missing, see (6a)), there exist some stems 9 that have a Cs allomorph only. These stems are stable CCstems which end in clusters (e.g. rs) that do not occur as the first two members of a CCC cluster (in verbs). Accordingly, these stems have phonotactically motivated paradigm gaps where forms with stable C-initial suffixes are expected to occur (in exactly the same way and for the same reason as the defective stems discussed in Section 2). Curiously, however, these stems also have gaps with some C/V-initial alternating suffixes, specifically, with those that do not express person/number. This is shown in (8b), where an s~d stem (vereked-(ik) vɛrɛkɛd-'fight') is also shown for comparison (8a) Note that (i) the new type of gap has no phonotactic motivation: C/V-initial suffixes have vowel-initial alternants and intervocalic Cs clusters are well-formed (compare the non-existing conditional form *iʃmɛrs-ɛnɛ with the existing present indicative form iʃmɛrs-ɛnɛk in (8b)); (ii) the new type of gap (shaded in 8b) occurs exactly where s~d stems show no variation with C/V-initial suffixes, a state of affairs we claimed is due to the fact that the relevant forms are paradigmatically licensed by the forms with C-initial suffixes in the paradigm of s~d stems. If we assume that paradigmatic licensing works in the same way in s~d stems and Cs-stems, we can explain the phonotactically unmotivated gaps (and the lack of variation) in Cs-stems. These gaps occur because the forms with C/V-initial suffixes not expressing person/number are paradigmatically licensed only by those with stable C-initial suffixes and the latter do not exist in the paradigm of Cs-stems for phonotactic reasons. No form is paradigmatically licensed in the cells in question --therefore no such forms exist and phonotactically unmotivated defectiveness arises. Since these stems are stable CC-final, a -Vd stem-alternant is unavailable and cannot be used to 'repair' these gaps. This is summarised in (9):
(9) Irreparable analogically-bound gaps -no licensing source of the Cs-stem: *iʃmɛrs-C... ⇒ *iʃmɛrs-ɛnɛ -no instance of Vd-stem alternant: *iʃmɛrɛd-⇒ *iʃmɛrɛd-nɛ
Conclusions
We have shown that the interaction of analogical licensing relations within the paradigm and lexical constraints on stem-and suffix types can result in variation and paradigmatic gaps. We do not offer a formal analysis here (and leave this intricate problem for future research). 10 Variation occurs if (i) the relevant cell is targeted by more than one licensing source whose requirements are incompatible or (ii) the licensing source itself shows variation. An analogy bound gap occurs (i) if there exist paradigmatic licensing requirements on the target cell(s) in question, (ii) but such licensing is lacking for some reason.
The phonotactically unmotivated gap we focussed on in this paper is analogically-bound precisely in this sense. The gap itself has no phonotactic motivation, but is induced by another, phonotactically motivated gap: the absence of the licensing source (for phonotactic reasons) deprives other forms in the paradigm from paradigmatic licensing and these forms are systematically absent.
